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A B S T R A C T 

Introduction: Sacral neuromodulation is a well-established treatment option to manage refractory lower 

urinary tract and pelvic floor disorders. The technique involves implantation of a lead and an internal pulse 

generator that delivers electrical impulses to modulate the sacral area. Many patients worldwide have been 

implanted with MRI-non-compatible devices. Currently, MRI head only can be performed safely in these 

patients. Therefore, we present a case report of a patient who underwent MRI of the head as well as neck in 

the presence of a sacral neuromodulator without serious complications. 

Case Report: A 33-year-old lady known to have systemic lupus erythematosus, refractory overactive 

bladder, and recurrent urinary tract infection started complaining of right sided neck pain for 3 months in 

which she required MRI of the head and neck to further assess the nature of the pain. The patient was already 

implanted with sacral neuromodulator with excellent outcome to manage her refractory overactive bladder. 

Following careful discussion with the patient and radiologist, MRI study was conducted at 1.5 tesla and 

total procedure duration was 8 minutes for T1, T2 sagittal and axial cuts. The patient revealed feeling minimal 

tingling of the right lower limb and mild lower back pain during MRI, all of which disappeared once the 

study was terminated. Device was functioning well afterwards.  

Conclusion: MRI may be feasible for certain sacral neuromodulation patients under certain conditions 

without any serious adverse events. 
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Introduction 

 

Sacral neuromodulation is a well-established modality for managing 

refractory lower urinary tract and pelvic floor disorders. It works by 

permanently implanting a lead and an internal pulse generator which 

delivers electrical impulses to modulate the sacral area. Although MRI-

compatible devices are emerging recently, most of the patients 

worldwide have been implanted with MRI-non-compatible devices. The 

manufacturer demonstrated that MRI examinations of the head only may 

be safely performed under certain conditions. Thus, we present a case 

who underwent MRI of the head as well as neck in the presence of a 

sacral neuromodulator without serious complications. 

 

Case Report 

 

A 33-year-old lady known to have systemic lupus erythematosus, 

refractory overactive bladder, and recurrent urinary tract infection 

started complaining of right sided neck pain for 3 months. Full history, 

examination, and laboratory investigations were conducted. In addition, 

ultrasound of the neck was done. She was referred for magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) of the head and neck if no contraindications. 

The patient had sacral neuromodulation (SNM) device implantation two 

years ago for her refractory bladder over-activity symptoms excellent 

outcome. She was mainly using a device programme setting of amplitude 

of 8mA, power 180, and rate of 14Hz (Table 1). Following careful 

discussion with the patient and radiologist we decided to proceed with 
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MRI to include the head and neck. Risks and benefits were explained to 

the patient and written consent was obtained. MRI study was conducted 

at 1.5 tesla and total procedure duration was 8 minutes for T1, T2 sagittal 

and axial cuts. During the procedure, the SNM device was switched off. 

One minute after commencing MRI, the patient was feeling minimal 

tingling of the right lower limb, and after three minutes she started 

complaining of minimal lower back pain described as 3 out of 10 on pain 

scale. Following the MRI study, the implanted device was switched on 

and patient reported full functioning of the device with same pre-study 

programme parameters and complete disappearance of the tingling and 

pain symptoms (Table 2). 

 

Table 1: Sacral neuromodulation device programme pre and post MRI. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Patient reported symptoms during MRI study. 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion 

 

SNM with InterStim (Medtronic, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA) is a 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved and well established 

third line therapy for patients with chronic voiding dysfunctions in the 

form of urinary urge incontinence, urgency frequency syndrome and 

non-obstructive urinary retention. MRI has been evolving as the 

diagnostic procedure of choice for evaluating patients with suspected 

disease involving the central nervous system, spinal cord, and soft tissue 

evaluation. Moreover, magnetic resonance angiography also is 

becoming a commonly used tool for evaluating the cerebrovascular 

circulation. However, undergoing MRI for patients with an implantable 

device is challenging, especially when imaging is needed adjacent to the 

device location. The manufacturer of InterStim demonstrated that MRI 

examinations of the head only may be safely performed under certain 

conditions [1]. Exposing a patient with an implanted device, MRI could 

potentially cause pain or discomfort to the patient or damage to the nerve 

fibers at the site of the implanted electrodes.  

 

Several studies conducted on pacemakers, implantable cardioverter 

defibrillators, cochlear implants, spinal cord stimulators, deep brain 

stimulators, vagus nerve stimulators, and pelvic neurostimulators have 

not shown major malfunctions, while others reported some malfunctions 

following MRI examinations [2-5]. Some studies have reported that 

during MRI session, no patient showed symptoms requiring stopping the 

examination and there was no change in perception of the stimulation 

after reprogramming of the implanted sacral nerve stimulator, according 

to patients’ feedback. Devices were functioning properly, and no change 

in bladder function was reported afterwards. No significant adverse 

events were encountered in patients implanted with SNM who 

underwent a 1.5 tesla lumbosacral MRI scan. Therapeutic efficacy of 

sacral neuromodulation was unchanged 1 month after imaging [6, 7].  

 

Conclusion 

 

In our case, we managed to avoid removing a perfectly functional SNM 

device. The case showed that MRI could be safely extended beyond the 

head to include the neck area in a patient with SNM device. Although 

MRI-compatible SNM devices are emerging recently, most of SNM 

patients worldwide so far are implanted with the old MRI-non-

compatible (unsafe) devices making this a valid point. Our report 

suggests that MRI may be feasible for certain SNM patients under 

certain conditions without any serious adverse events. 
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